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Drawing on ethnographic fieldwork in northern Uganda, I argue that psychiatric notions of suffering brought into the region by humanitarian intervention programs interact with local concepts of suffering (based in spirit-idioms) in two ways: In some cases, the diagnostic notion of PTSD and its vernacular counterpart “trauma” psychologize the local cosmology, transforming local spirit concepts from social or moral categories, to psychological ones. In other cases, psychiatric discourses hinged around “trauma” become spiritualized or enchanted, where the concept of trauma becomes usurped by and part of local cosmology. In an attempt to understand these processes, I suggest understanding concepts of suffering through their use in social practice and based on pragmatist epistemology. If viewed as a pragmatist concepts, I argue, it becomes possible to understand the social life of concepts of suffering (such as “trauma”) when they become globalized and negotiated in new contexts and social practices.
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Introduction

Psychological trauma therapy is being deployed around the world by NGOs and through humanitarian intervention programs on a very large scale. It has been discussed at length in the anthropological literature whether notions of suffering from the Global North articulated in psychological and psychotherapeutic terms can be successfully implemented in cultural contexts with different notions of suffering and healing (Hinton & Good, 2016; Broch-Due & Bertelsen, 2016; Hinton & Hinton, 2015; Hinton & Lewis-Fernández, 2011). Critics have argued that the diagnostic language from the Global North has developed out of specific cultural and historical circumstances and therefore is not necessarily suitable for cross-cultural understanding and treatment (Summerfield, 1997; Bracken, 1998; 2002; Torre 2019) and that it constitutes forms of therapeutic governance over the developing world by the Global North (Enomoto, 2011; Pupavac, 2004; 2006). These critiques have highlighted the inherent ethnocentrism in much of the diagnostic vocabulary and thinking and have contributed to an ongoing critical debate on cross-cultural psychiatric practices. Nevertheless, many of these
critiques of the globalization of the trauma discourse, fruitful as many of them have been, build on assumptions of an unbridgeable gap between ‘western culture’ equated with modernity and non-western cultures viewed as traditional (Bubandt, 2008).

An alternative way to understand culture, tradition and modernity, which is widespread in the social sciences today, is that of a global space of flows, where we all partake in a globalized and ever-changing cultural landscape from different perspectives or entry points (Tsing, 2012; Eriksen, 2010; 2014; Bubandt et al., 2007). Holding this more processual framework of culture and globalization as a backdrop, the relevant questions regarding the application of psychological and psychiatric concepts in describing suffering, become less of the kind questioning as ‘is this concept (e.g. “trauma”) compatible with local culture?’ and more along these lines of ‘what kind of life does the concept (e.g. “trauma”) take on within local culture?’

A handful of studies have examined the spread of trauma discourses in this way. Nils Bubandt (2008; 2012; 2015) has examined how the globalized discourse of trauma in Indonesia became intertwined with local idioms of witchcraft along with the image of the vampire Dracula into new forms of ‘traumatized spirits’. Erica Caple James (2004; 2010; 2012) has examined how discourses of trauma in Haiti become the hinges around which ‘occult economies’ pivot and thus create new forms of political subjectivity. Sharon Abramowitz (2009; 2010) has shown how specific culture-bound disorders becomes transformed into local idioms of trauma, thus collapsing a local cosmological entity into a “pidgin psychiatry” (2010, 376) that fits within humanitarian epistemologies. Other current studies of trauma discourse and psychotherapeutic interventions are also beginning to move towards examining the pragmatics and social lives of trauma discourses (Behrouzan, 2018; Broch-Due & Bertelsen, 2016; Argenti, 2016). This article walks along the same path as these studies particularly following Bubandt, (2012, 2008), Abramowitz (2009; 2010) and Brinkmann and colleagues (Brinkmann, 2016; 2014; Kirkegaard & Brinkmann, 2015)1 in examining what kind of social life discourses of trauma take on in the vernacular, and contributes by exploring two different processes by which the diagnostic language of suffering – and in this case with a particular focus on post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and its more vernacular counterpart “trauma” - enters local worlds in northern Uganda after the end of the recent armed conflict.

I argue that the introduction of a diagnostic language to describe suffering related to war and violence, despite being ubiquitous and dominating, does not replace nor exclude local

---

1 In reference here to Brinkmann and colleagues I follow in this path analytically, not regarding the empirical object of study. With Bubandt (2012, 2008), Abramowitz (2010, 2009) and the other anthropologists, I mean in regard to both empirical object and methods of analysis.
cosmological understandings of violence-related suffering, but merges with these in different ways. At least two observable processes take place in this encounter. First, in some cases the introduction of trauma discourses psychologize local cosmology, so spirit concepts, which would usually refer to social or moral categories, have come to refer to psychological ones, and traditional cleansing rituals become viewed as a kind of psychotherapy. Secondly, in other cases, discourses of trauma themselves become spiritualized or enchanted, where the concept of trauma has been usurped by, and become part of, local cosmology. These processes can be viewed as a continuous negotiation of, what cultural psychologist Svend Brinkmann (2014) calls, languages of suffering. I arrive at these conclusions by way of an analysis building from a pragmatist approach to psychiatric concepts and discourse focusing on what people do with specific concepts (such as “trauma”) (Kirkegaard & Brinkmann, 2015; Brinkmann, 2012; Abramowitz, 2010; Bubandt, 2008) Finally, I point towards some epistemological issues connected to the debates on cross-cultural studies of trauma, and suggest a concept of trauma, which builds on pragmatist epistemology, along the lines suggested by Brinkmann (2014). Through this examination and discussion, I seek to contribute to debates on what happens to discourses of suffering when they are exported from one cultural context to another through the practices of humanitarian intervention programs.

Methodology

The empirical material is based on eleven months of fieldwork conducted between 2016 and 2019. During my first longer trip in 2016, I conducted interviews with psychologists, local counselors and employees of four different NGOs working with mental health and psychosocial programs in northern Uganda. The work of the respective NGOs differs somewhat in practice, but all of them are dealing with psychosocial and mental health issues connected with the consequences of the war, and all have Western diagnostic discourses of trauma as central to their work. Eventually, my focus narrowed to two particular NGOs working specifically with psychotherapy for post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). I chose these particular NGOs for both reasons of their particular approach to psychotherapeutic intervention and because of access: My main interest was to study an NGO that worked specifically with psychotherapeutic intervention for PTSD, more than others who worked more broadly with “psycho-social support” programs. I also had better access to these particular NGOs, because I had made an initial agreement with the leading clinician from one of them that I would be allowed to follow their program over several months, do observations and interview the staff. The other NGO, I gained access to through my field assistant, a young Ugandan woman whom
I had been working with for several years and who used to work for the second NGO. The staff of
the first NGO were partially Europeans who were there for short time periods of time as part of their
training in clinical psychology and research, and partially Acholi counselors who conducted the
therapeutic sessions. Along the way, I became acquainted with the European junior staff, with whom
I continually met with outside their office spaces and talked to about their work. I followed their work
closely for a duration of several months. I interviewed the Ugandan counselors about their training at
the NGO and the way they conducted their psychotherapeutic counseling; afterwards I conducted
several follow-up interviews with them over the next few months. During this period, I focused
mainly on one group of counselors, four women and one man, with whom I spent most of my time. I
conducted three formal interview rounds with each of the counselors, and additionally, two rounds of
group interviews with all of them present, besides many informal conversations with them and
participant observations at the NGO headquarters. All interviews were conducted in English, since
everyone was fluent in it. We did, however, often discuss translations of English terms into the local
Acholi language and back, and we often reflected together on epistemological issues arising around
these translations. These conversations could be viewed as a process of validity for my understanding
of the use and meaning of local concepts. I was also allowed by the senior psychologist at the first
NGO to sit in on a series of supervision meetings, where the counselors would present their
therapeutic cases to the senior psychologist and receive supervision and guidance on how to
understand and deal with the specificities of the cases. The second NGO I focused on, was mainly in
the latter fieldtrips, where I had established contact through my field assistant and through ‘snow-
balling’ the co-worker of my first contacts. During my work with the second NGO my field assistant
would help me significantly in many and lengthy discussions about her own training with the NGO
and how she and her co-workers had learned to think with and use psychiatric concepts, mainly
“trauma”. This became a second process of validating my understanding of the meaning and use of
local concepts. On later fieldtrips in 2017, 2018 and 2019 I would return to some of the NGO
employees from both NGOs for more informal conversation about their work. I still stay in contact
with few of them over social media. As I had different agreements with the various organizations
about procedures to preserve anonymity, I have decided to keep them all equally anonymous. I have
generated the material for the present article over several years and many fieldtrips, however, there
are clear limitations to this study. The most serious of these is that it was not possible for me during
my fieldwork to interview the counselors’ clients and how they would utilize concepts of “trauma”.
Therefore, I could only gain access to the clients’ perspectives through conversation with the
counselors and other staff at the NGO. This weakens the discussion somewhat, since the client’s perspectives on psychotherapeutic practices aimed at them are of key importance to the empirical and analytical context. However, it does not weaken the overall argument, since the argument is not centered around the efficiency of the trauma intervention, but on the social life of the concepts and practices that are at the core of these interventions.

I also interviewed local community members about the practices of the NGOs psychotherapeutic interventions, along with specific local community members who have been particularly engaged with the NGOs in various ways, for example as counselors, or with religious clergy who have collaborated with NGOs on various kinds of psychotherapeutic interventions or projects. For prolonged periods between 2015 and 2018, I lived with a family in a rural area where several family members had in the past worked for another NGO. During this period, I did 18 additional interviews on the topic of psychotherapeutic counseling and causes of mental disorder as related to spirits and/or trauma. Ethical approval for my research was obtained through Gulu University and through the Uganda National Counsel for Science and Technology, where I did a protocol presentation in front of the board of representatives before, in 2016, receiving my official ethical clearance for my research.

The LRA war, haunting spirits and psychotherapeutic intervention in northern Uganda

The Acholi people of Northern Uganda have seen several decades of war and extreme violence. During the conflict in the 1990’s nearly the entire population was displaced to camps for internally displaced persons (IDP camps) by the government ‘to protect them’ from the rebel group Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA), which fought the government from the mid-1980s to 2006. Besides killings, mutilations and abductions by the rebel group, the population also suffered atrocities at the hands of the government to an extent where scholars have described life in the camps as ‘social torture’ (Dolan, 2008). The rebels abducted tens of thousands of children and youth to serve as fighters and ‘wives’ to the commanders (Allen & Vlassenroot, 2010; Dolan, 2008). The atrocities committed over several decades have been devastating, and though the guns fell silent more than ten years ago the region is still dealing with high rates of poverty, alcoholism and suicide (Kizza, et al. 2012). Psychological therapy, locally known as ‘counseling,’ was brought into the region by foreign NGOs in the 1990s
with the HIV/AIDS programs, where it emerged in relation to HIV/AIDS diagnostics. During the late 1990s, the Acholi region saw the dawn of reception centers to take care of the returnees from the bush (Verma, 2012; Allen & Schomerus, 2006). Here, psychological therapy became a standard process and several of the reception centers worked together with NGOs who could extend the offer of psychotherapy beyond the time that the returnees would spend at the reception centers.

Since then, many NGOs have come along to treat and to measure the repercussions of war with the instruments of western psychology. As Lawrence Kirmayer writes in the introduction to a current volume on cross-cultural studies of PTSD (Hinton & Good, 2016). “Stress and trauma have become globalized languages of suffering and healing, and the construct of PTSD is at the center of this discourse.” This surely goes for northern Uganda as well. One study from 2006 found the highest concentration of depression and PTSD measured in a post-conflict area in northern Uganda (Roberts et al., 2008). Within the population tested, these studies found depression scores of 67% and PTSD scores of 54% measured with the Hopkins Symptom Checklist-25 and the Harvard Trauma Questionnaire. Another study from 2012 found that there were still 25 different NGOs working in the Acholi region dealing specifically with trauma therapy six years after the end of the war (Meinert & Whyte, 2020). Thus, northern Uganda seems at first glance to have become part and parcel of an ever expanding ‘empire of trauma’ (Fassin & Rechtman, 2009). However, the people of Acholiland, like everywhere else, have their own conceptions of war-related disorders, which predate the introduction of the psychiatric and diagnostic discourses. In traditional Acholi cosmology, the idea of spiritual pollution or possession connected to ‘bad’ or immoral death is known as cen. Cen is acquired by e.g. killing another person or by being in areas where people have been killed or where dead bodies have been treated in an incorrect manner (Victor & Porter, 2017; Finnström, 2003). Symptoms of cen can cover experiences of nightmares, changes of personality, loss of memory, heightened aggression, uncontrolled emotions and visions of the dead. Thus, foreign researchers and NGO-workers often understand the symptoms of cen as the expression of traumatic experiences connected to the years of war and violence (Victor & Porter, 2016). However, within recent years, the interpretation of these symptoms have by many locals also become connected to the diagnostic languages of suffering from the Global North.

---

2 There where of course traditional ways of counseling in Acholi predating the introduction of western psychological therapy (Harlacher, 2009; p’Bitek, 1971).

3 For an elaborated critique of the notion of “empire of trauma” specifically related to northern Uganda, see Meinert & Whyte, 2020 and Williams & Meinert, 2021.
Psychologizing the spirit world

As mentioned above, humanitarian aid and development agents poured into the Acholi-region during the 1990s en masse. In the process of arranging trauma relief programs, local concepts in Acholi where scrutinized for the equivalence of the English ‘trauma’ and its diagnostic specification Post-Traumatic Stress disorder (PTSD). There is no word in Acholi that directly corresponds to the English (diagnostic or lay use of) ‘trauma’, but local concepts like *ajiji* (intense fear or stress), *tam ma dwong* (over-thinking) or *wiye obale* (loss of senses or ‘broken mind’) were tried out for size (Meinert & Whyte, 2020; Victor & Porter, 2016; Harlacher, 2009). In this process, the concept of *cen* – the idea of vengeful spirits of the dead returning to claim justice – became an often used translation for trauma, because signs or symptoms of *cen* would roughly correspond to those of PTSD⁴, and for many foreigners *cen* became equivalent to a local idiom of trauma⁵. The logic applied by the NGOs working with psychotherapy is that trauma or PTSD is the actual underlying entity, and ‘cen’ (or whichever local concept is used) is simply a local word for that real, underlying entity. A consequence of this is a psychologization of the local concepts used, and thus a psychologizing of the spirit world in this context. The concept of *psychologization* refers to something becoming psychological, understood in light of psychological concepts and theories or confined to the realm of the intra-personal, emotional, and thus (often) a de-politicized and de-moralized sphere. (De Vos, 2012; Madsen & Brinkmann, 2010). Psychologization has been widely described in the realm of the western hemisphere over the course of the 20th century (De Vos, 2013; Kofod, 2017)⁶, but has first recently been applied to analysis of humanitarian intervention in non-western countries (De Vos, 2011; Fassin, 2008; Pupavac, 2004; 2016). As a core example of how local Acholi concepts and rituals have been psychologized is the case of *cen*, the vengeful spirits of the dead, as it is understood by employees of one of the NGOs I followed, who engage in a broad spectrum of work considered as mental health intervention. Part of the service the NGO provides as psychosocial support is the arranging and financing of cleansing rituals to help the community with problems connected to *cen*. The process works as such, that when community members experience a problem with *cen*, e.g. when certain areas where massacres have taken place become haunted or cause people to become ill, they will turn to

---

⁴ The question of whether symptoms of *cen* and PTSD are equivalent to each other is complicated for a series of reasons, the most present being one of classification: Where PTSD is presented in the DSM diagnostic manual as a monothetic category, where certain criteria must be met before a phenomenon qualifies for the category; *Cen*, on the other hand, can be said to be a polythetic class, characterized by family resemblance.

⁵ See e.g. Neuner et al., 2012; van Duijn et al. 2010; Harlacher, 2009.

⁶ These debates originated from narrow academic circles around German philosophers Frege and Husserl, and their critiques of the psychologization of logic and epistemology in the writings of e.g. John Stuart Mill (De Vos, 2011).
their local and cultural leaders for help. The community members will ask for a cleansing to be done of the area, hereafter the cultural leaders will turn to the NGO for help with arranging and financing the event. The NGOs would then sponsor the expenses of the cleansing ritual, which are often very expensive in e.g. animals for sacrifice, salary for the ritual leaders, etc. and would during the same event offer psychological counseling. When interviewed on the issues, several people from the NGO, as well as a local psychiatrist working with the NGO, expressed their understanding of the cleansing ritual as a local form of psychological therapy. Another local employee, who has worked many years for one of the NGOs doing the cleansing rituals, explains that the idea of cen has changed over time along with the psychotherapeutic interventions:

Traditionally people feared certain areas that were connected to the spirits, like the streams, certain forests, large mountains, under very big trees. These places where traditionally seen as places the bad spirits would go to, when they are chased away from people who suffer from their presence. Today many people will see this as old fashioned. Today, when we deal with the places where atrocities have taken place, like the massacre in Lukodi for example, where people are bothered by … hmm, demonic kinds of things that appear here, then people don’t talk about it in the same way. Today we know that science can explain this, and that it is connected to trauma from the war. That it creates trauma inside you, when you experience atrocities (NGO employee, northern Uganda, 2017).

This kind of explanation, expressing an urge to understand the world in “modern” and scientific, an essentially psychologized terms, is widespread today, particularly in more urban centers and among younger people. This understanding of how the spirit world of cen has changed during times of mental health interventions is a process where spirits as social or moral categories have to a certain degree become psychologized through diagnostic discourse. It is important to underscore, that it is not all of Acholi cosmology, which has been recast in psychological categories, and it is perhaps mainly an expression among certain groups. However, a psychologized way of using concepts like cen, as referring to emotional disturbances and suffering connected to experiences of violence - rather than

---

7 NGOs sponsoring rituals in northern Uganda is more commonly known from the reconciliation ritual mato oput, where the clan of a killer and the clan of the victim are brought together for reconciliation (Allen, 2008).
to social dynamics or moral trespass - has nevertheless become common, not only by the foreign NGO-workers who deal with cleansing rituals as trauma therapy, but also by the local staff and the people who are the beneficiaries of these services. As historian of science, Roger Smith (1997, 577), wrote in his volume on the human sciences, the twentieth century was a time when “everyone learned to be a psychologist […] able and willing to describe life in psychological terms”. Smith was here mainly referring to the northern hemisphere, but it seems that this trend has spread much broader today.

The vernacularization of trauma

The logic of psychosocial interventions concerning trauma, however, did not arrive and live on in Acholiland as a purely global imaginary, psychologizing the local cosmology as its only effect. Rather, psychosocial technologies and practices have also – simultaneously with the psychologization of cosmological notions - become vernacularized by the local staff employed by NGOs and by psychologists and health workers who tried to make the psychosocial logic more intelligible to the local population, along with reference to and ‘piggybacking’ on, earlier health interventions such as HIV/AIDS counseling.

One of my key informants explained how his first encounter with the concept of trauma, was when he would work for an NGO who would deal with HIV/AIDS patients. Here he learned that getting an HIV-diagnosis “could cause trauma in people” and this could render the patients “in need of trauma counseling”. During the 1990’s, trauma counseling became connected to other events, as the NGOs bringing psychological trauma therapy settled in the IDP camps that were spread around northern Uganda as a consequence of the armed conflict. Here it became known, that “trauma is what happened to you in the bush” or “when you have experienced atrocities” as people would often say. In the reception centers, returnees from the rebel groups would often receive psychological counseling and learn that many of them were “traumatized child soldiers” (Verma, 2012; Allen & Schomerus, 2006), a category intimately connected to globalized ideas of a diagnostic discourse in humanitarian intervention programs. Many NGOs who dealt with trauma counseling, worked with the reception centers and would do psychotherapy with the returnees afterwards in a variety of ways, and would also deal with local understandings of repercussions of war – as e.g. cen or spiritual curse (kiir) – in very different ways. Some NGOs would, as in the case above, actively engage with the spirit world by supporting and financing cleansing rituals, while others would actively dissuade their clients from beliefs in witchcraft e.g. through practices of psychoeducation (Williams, 2020).
Interestingly enough some of the cases where the NGOs put more emphasis on dissuading people from traditional beliefs, were also cases where ideas of trauma and practices of psychological counseling would merge with practice and ideas of spirits and demons. Another NGO, which I followed for a longer duration of time, would take DNA samples at the beginning of every therapy session by either hair or saliva samples. This was done to search for correlations between DNA material and the development of PTSD. It nevertheless had the side effect of clients thinking their counselors where witches or demonic creatures (*lute pii*), who would take these bio-samples for purposes of witchcraft. As one of the psychological counselors told me:

We keep explaining that we are not the *lute pii* [evil spirits]. Many understand, but there are still ones who keep thinking ‘arh, these foreigners, they are the *lute pii* [evil spirits] Also, often people will nod and show they understand it when we tell them that we are not these evil creatures, but then when you walk away, you can still hear them talk about, if it is possible that we could be working with the evil spirits.

As countless anthropological studies show, removing something from the body by someone who has authority to heal (and therefore also to make ill) is intimately connected to practices of witchcraft (Meyer & Pels, 2003; Geschiere, 1997; Evans-Pritchard, 1937). Hair-samples, but also other things that have been in contact with the body, like pieces of clothing or bodily fluids, are classic examples of objects, which can be used for both treatment and for witchcraft. When therapy sessions begin by counselors taking hair or saliva samples from the clients, this is perceived suspiciously as behavior connected to witchcraft. The counselors explained that they (the counselors) would say it was for research purposes, but that especially the removing of hair “was too strange for people”. For a while the European NGO workers were also known to be “white witches” in one area where they worked with psychological counseling. As one NGO worker told me: “They called us white witches in that area for a while. They thought we did witchcraft or something like that. People were quite upset and angry for some time. There was also a very angry Facebook discussion about it, I remember. But we were there to help them, you know”.

---

8 The *lute pii* are believed to be a type of evil, underwater spirit, to whom one can go, if one is willing to make an immoral trade, e.g., “selling a family member to the demons in trade of riches” as one person told me. In these immoral trades, something from the person being sold is needed, e.g. a bio-sample such as hair or a piece of their clothes.
These examples of different local understandings show how a new and powerful language of suffering, the diagnostic one of trauma from the Global North and the practices around “trauma”, does not simply replace or erode local ideas of witchcraft and spirits. It merges with local ideas into new forms, into new ways of perceiving illness and distress. Bubandt (2008, 294) writes on discourses of trauma and witchcraft in Indonesia, that mental health interventions “allow trauma to become a new kind of magic for old problems”. This could also be argued in northern Uganda, where trauma and spirits in unison create new understandings and ways to articulate suffering. As one informant told me: “It is difficult for people who suffer after the war, it is a problem of both spirits and trauma. But maybe the cure is that they receive medicine for the trauma, and prayers against the bad spirits”.

The plasticity of the concept of “trauma” and how it merges with local idioms of distress is also echoed in many rural areas, where Pentecostal churches are abundant beyond measure. Within these small church groups, ideas of trauma and its connection to possession by demons or bad spirits is widely known and acknowledged. Here ‘trauma’ is the disordered state, which people may live in if God has cursed them for serious moral trespass, e.g., killing another person, or the more unfortunate situation of madness or diffuse mental illness caused by the Devil or demons for no apparent moral reason other than misfortune. In this more diffuse and less causal sense, trauma also sometimes denotes a sort of haunting which usually is connected to the violent years of war, but also can be oriented towards the uncertainties of the future (Williams & Meinert, 2017; 2021). As one of my informants, who is a farmer in a rural area, would say: “When you can see your neighbors developing, becoming successful, and you are still stuck in poverty, using your hand-hoe in the fields, and your neighbor has a tractor – that causes trauma in you”. In these versions, trauma is not necessarily a de-moralized, psychologized or even intra-personal phenomenon, as much as it is a spiritualized, demonic or ethical one, pointing towards moral trespass, spiritual interference, jealousy and social insecurity.

**Negotiating languages of suffering in northern Uganda and beyond**

Since the 1990s, trends in humanitarian intervention have moved toward an increased focus on psychological trauma and have increasingly psychologized the effects of war on a global scale (Pedersen & Kienzler, 2012; De Vos, 2012; Pupavac, 2004). In this way, the phenomena that humanitarian interventions focus on also increasingly overlap with and become connected to phenomena that would traditionally adhere to the spirit world and witchcraft (James, 2010; 2012;
Mogensen & Whyte, 2004). This is furthermore enabled by the often-similar strains of logic reigning in realms of the psychotherapeutic notions of trauma and that of witchcraft, as Bubandt (2008, 294) writes:

There are clear parallels between the social morality inherent in witchcraft and the morality of theories of traumatic memory that seek to represent an existing pathology as being caused by hidden (i.e., repressed or forgotten) acts of evil that took place in the past.

These entanglements call for examination and debate. However, much of the debate around the applicability of, e.g., western psychological concepts outside the imagined realm of the Global North, have hinged on premises of both a highly debated and criticized tradition/modernity distinction (mentioned early in this paper) and an epistemology of correspondence inherent in much of western philosophical and scientific though (Brinkmann & Tanggard, 2010). In this final section, I will argue that these epistemological issues concerning psychological and psychiatric categories are as relevant as ever in cases where the diagnostic language of clinical psychology is being exported out to all corners of the world and meeting and merging with local spirit-concepts on its way. The starting point for this claim is, like I have shown above, that the concepts of trauma is not simply introduced in northern Uganda as a ‘cosmological misfit’ (Abramovich, 2010) or as a replacement of traditional cosmological elements. Instead, ‘trauma’ takes on a series of new meanings in different contexts. As a rough overview, trauma in northern Uganda can refer to at least the following: (1) it can be used interchangeably with PTSD in the diagnostic sense as used in current DSM-manuals; (2) it can refer to a state of disorder that the spirits have brought onto someone for moral reasons, e.g., in the case of cen; (3) as the disordered state that demons or the Devil can bring down on someone as a case of misfortune or moral trespass (mainly in Pentecostal Christian contexts); (4) sometimes as an illness-phase on a continuum ranging from mentally healthy, over disordered states of ‘pre-madness’, which are referred to as ‘trauma’, to finally a state of full-blown madness, from which people will never return and which is surpassed only by death; and finally, (5) as a more diffuse, broader concept signifying that ‘something is not right’ in sort of a haunted way, but without pointing directly to the cause, e.g., when people talk of someone as a ‘trauma person’ or as when people say that ‘competition

---

9 There are nevertheless many exceptions to this conception e.g. Good et al. discussion of PTSD as a ‘good enough’ concept (2016) or Finley (2015) of how PTSD is negotiated within the American Military which are both examples of pragmatic debates on these practices.

10 See Williams & Meinert, 2021.
between neighbors can cause trauma\textsuperscript{11} thus expressing or encompassing negative emotions such as envy or frustration.

These empirical observations beckon epistemological considerations of what kind of epistemic life discourses of trauma take on in the vernacular. Since trauma has a longer array of meanings depending on contexts and actors present, I will argue that ‘trauma’ as it is used in social practice, cannot sufficiently be understood on basis of a correspondence theory of truth, which is what lies at the heart of the concept in its diagnostic sense (Bracken, 2002; Young, 1997; Williams & Meinert, 2017) and which many of these current debates on deployment of trauma-intervention orbit around (Broch-Due & Bertelsen, 2016; Breslau, 2004; Pupavac, 2004). Trauma as a utilized concept within social practices in northern Uganda (and possibly elsewhere) does not (always) refer to a thing in the world, or as an active entity that lies behind events\textsuperscript{12}.

Instead, it can be more constructively understood as a pragmatic concept of suffering, one that people use to transform, engage with, and cope with the world. This type of epistemology, I will argue, can more fruitfully account for the social life of the concept in post-conflict settings. The difference between these epistemologies has been debated in many corners of intellectual life, but probably most forceful by American pragmatists like John Dewey and William James (Dewey, 1922, 1925; Menand, 1997; James, 1909), and in a European context in Wittgenstein’s later philosophy (Wittgenstein, 1966, 1953). More recently, scholars debating classification and epistemology within psychology and psychiatry has taken up these currents of though. Cultural psychologist Svend Brinkmann has analyzed psychological categories such as ‘grief’, ‘stress’, ‘Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder’ (ADHA) (2014a; 2014b; 2016a; 2016b; Brinkmann & Kofod, 2017) as well as more general psychological phenomenon like guilt (Brinkmann, 2010) and shame (Madsen & Brinkmann, 2012) through a pragmatist epistemology. In anthropology Susan Whyte’s scholarship, and that of her colleagues and students, expresses this tradition of analysis (Whyte, 1997; Meinert & Whyte, 2017, 2020)

The purpose here is to steer a course between essentialist and (radical) social constructionist conceptions of mental disorder, while focusing on what lives certain psychological categories enable people to live or what possibilities they serve. Brinkmann (2014) argues that this approach permits us to understand, not simply what diagnosis refer to, but what people do with their

\textsuperscript{11} These different uses of trauma interestingly enough roughly mirror what Abramowitz (2009) has found in a similar study in Liberia.

\textsuperscript{12} This does not mean that ‘trauma’ is not sometimes used in this corresponding way as in certain clinical use. The point here is that the way it is used varies depending on context and actors involved.
diagnosis – how they do suffering - what possibilities become open to them and which they shut down (Brinkmann, 2014a; 2014b; Kirkegaard & Brinkmann, 2015). The concept of ‘trauma’ has hardly been studied explicitly through this epistemological lens, even though the analysis of some scholars lie close to this approach, for example Abramowitz’ (2010; 2009) discussion of how local spirit-idioms (such as ‘open mole’) become a local expression of the diagnostic ‘trauma’ in Liberia. Similarly, to what Abramowitz (2010; 2009) has shown, cen has also created a space for the deployment of psychiatric classifications systems in Acholi vocabulary and local worlds. This happens when cen and trauma are conflated simply as a translation of each other. Abramowitz calls this a ‘lexical switching point’, an intersection where communication and ways of understanding suffering become translatable. However, this idea of ‘translation’ hinges on the before mentioned correspondence theory of truth, where concepts in language have mirror images in the world and in other languages. What this understanding hides is the pragmatic and everyday-transformation that concepts and understandings undergo within social practice, that they are being transformed while translated and communicated. Therefore to understand what people do with concepts of suffering, and how they do suffering, these very concepts, I propose, must be understood, as Menand (2002, xi) proposes, as “tools—like forks and knives and microchips—that people devise to cope with the world in which they find themselves”.

Examining trauma as a pragmatist concept of suffering and as a lived part of specific social practices becomes no less relevant, I argue, in cases of psychological interventions in post-conflict settings. In fact, these settings add to the complexity of conceptualizing suffering because of the many different horizons of interpretation available, e.g., the realm of the local spirits, Christianity, Islam, clinical-diagnostic languages and the endless ways in which all of these can mix. Understanding ‘trauma’ as a pragmatic conception in social practice will better enable us to understand discourses of suffering as something connected to specific practices where certain things are done, e.g., when cleansing rituals are arranged in certain ways by NGOs to handle trauma and haunting spirits, the doing of trauma and suffering becomes part of a process of psychologizing a traditional Acholi ritual. Or when languages of suffering hinged around trauma and PTSD become the frame and justifications for taking DNA samples and conducting psychotherapy in certain ways, then the concept of trauma frames these processes of enchanting or spiritualizing the psychotherapeutic encounter. Similarly, James (2004) has shown how traumatic experience and narratives of war become assembled into ‘trauma portfolios’ in Haiti, were ‘trauma’ becomes a

---

13 See also Behrouzan (2016) for a similar argument concerning depression in Iran.
currency by which one can trade security and assistance. She writes on the ‘trauma portfolio’ that it “may become a symbolic index of worth or one’s holdings, as well as a material representation of one’s victim identity.” (James, 2004, 132). Security, resources and identity are at stake in the ‘political economy of trauma’ (James, 2004) and James asks us to consider the cost when we use such portfolios to understand human suffering in the light of pathology instead of for example as political struggles. A pragmatist conception of trauma thus entails a criticism of purely cognitivist or purely social constructivist conceptions of mental disorder. Where the cognitivist conception of trauma would hold that there are underlying etiologies of mental disorders, which simply sometimes shows up as specific cultural manifestations, the purely social constructivist conception would view the introduction of western discourses of trauma as pathologizing, as social control or expressions of biopower. Both of these current conceptions fail to grasp the agency that people in the vernacular show in doing things with the discourses of trauma, the processes of psychologization as well as spiritualization or enchantment. It is this doing of suffering and trauma, which I argue must be the focus, if we wish to understand the introduction of new languages of suffering in post-conflict societies.

Possible implications of a pragmatist epistemology of trauma for psychotherapeutic interventions

If we take this pragmatist epistemology serious when conceptualizing suffering in cross-cultural contexts, what does that mean for intervention programs focusing on trauma? According to Argenti (2016: 245), there is a risk when applying a medicalized language of suffering that these theoretical complexes become “theories of atomization.”: Clients are singled out not only as suffering, but as “isolated from his or her social world, doomed to live in perpetuity in the frozen time of their original trauma” (Argenti 2016: 245). This, Argenti (2016) argues, takes places particularly when existing social structures for managing mental illness (traditional healers, churches, traditional leaders) are ignored or disregarded. A suggestion following the discussion above, could be to collaborate and enter dialogue with local actors to a higher degree on how interventions could take place and with what goals. Although, if this were done, there is a need to understand that local management of affliction is also always embedded within local power relations. A local market of healing exists, in Uganda as elsewhere, in which people sometimes compete and sometimes collaborate with one another (Williams 2019). Implementers must carefully consider who the recipients of resources are, who might be missing out, and what the consequences might be (Torre 2019). But perhaps then we could move away from understanding people as silent sufferers to, “celebrating the struggles of the
marginalized”, as Argenti (2016: 263) suggests, acknowledging the agency people still have in managing their afflictions.

**Conclusion**

The empire of trauma, as Fassin & Rechtman (2009) names the expanding regime of diagnostic language from the Global North to the rest of the world, has forcefully arrived in northern Uganda within the last decade. However, from the local vantage point of rural Acholiland the local has not been subsumed under the global, but has produced new kinds of social life in its presence. Trauma discourses have become imaginaries and technologies by which people understand suffering and healing in northern Uganda, and traditional ways of handling repercussions of war, e.g., cleansing rituals against spiritual pollution, have in many cases become psychologized as well as the western diagnostic language has been vernacularized and usurped into the realm of spirits. These ideas and practices around trauma, as we have seen, do not spread globally as platonic ideas detached from social practices, but are always intimately connected to these. There is no such thing as the introduction of an idea of suffering, in this case trauma and PTSD, in abstraction from some form of social practice. This, I have argued, calls for a rethinking of the epistemology of trauma by way of pragmatist notions of suffering to properly account for how ideas of trauma become part of social life and everyday practice. The diagnostic language of suffering and trauma from the Global North has not come to rid Acholiland of its spirits, but it has changed them and given them new powers and legitimacies through association with western scientific discourse, as these different languages of suffering enter into each other’s orbits.
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